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Congratulations to 2 New NCFR Fellows
NCFR has conferred its prestigious Fellow 
status upon two accomplished members.

Catherine A. Solheim, Ph.D., and 
Kimberly A. Updegraff, Ph.D., represent 
the 2019 class of NCFR Fellows and join 
the elite ranks of NCFR members who 
have made outstanding and enduring 
contributions to Family Science in 
scholarship, teaching, outreach, or personal 
service. They are dedicated servant-leaders 
for the organization! Candidates are 
nominated by their peers and are selected 
by the NCFR Fellows Committee. Drs. 
Solheim and Updegraff will be recognized 
as new Fellows during the 2020 NCFR 

Catherine A. Solheim Kimberly A. Updegraff

Liana Sayer Named Next Editor of 
NCFR’s Journal of Marriage and Family
NCFR is delighted that Liana C. Sayer, Ph.D., was 
named in October the new editor of Journal 
of Marriage and Family (JMF), one of NCFR’s 
three family-research journals. She will begin 
her 4-year term as editor of the peer-reviewed 
journal—the leading research journal in the 
family field for more than 75 years—with 
the publication of its February 2021 issue. Dr. 
Sayer will succeed current JMF Editor Kristi 
Williams, Ph.D., of Ohio State University. 

Dr. Sayer is the director of the Maryland Time 
Use Laboratory and professor of sociology at 
the University of Maryland (UMD), where she 
will also conclude a term as the director of 
graduate studies in sociology this academic 
year. She earned her doctorate in sociology 

and a certificate in 
women’s studies 
from UMD. She 
formerly held a 
faculty appointment 
in sociology at Ohio 
State University. 

Dr. Sayer has served 
as secretary/treasurer 
for the Population Association of America, and 
secretary/treasurer and council member for 
the Family Section of the American Sociology 
Association. She is currently vice president 
of the International Association of Time Use 
Research and chaired 

Liana Sayer continued on page 17

Annual Conference, Nov. 11-14, in St. Louis, 
Missouri. 

Continue reading on page 18. 0 
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Debra L. Berke Selected as 2022 NCFR 
Annual Conference Program Chair
The NCFR Board of Directors has appointed 
Debra L. Berke, Ph.D., CFLE, to be program 
chair for the 2022 NCFR Annual Conference, 
scheduled to be held in Minneapolis. The 
program chair’s primary duties are to select 
the theme, identify the plenary speakers, and 
prepare the call for abstracts for a particular 
year’s conference.

Dr. Berke is the director of the newly created 
Center for Prevention Science at Wilmington 
University, where she has served as professor 
and director of the college’s psychology 
programs since 2009. She is a graduate of 
the University of Nebraska–Lincoln with a 
bachelor’s degree in sociology and a master’s 
degree in human development and family 
studies. She also holds a doctorate in family 
studies from the University of Delaware. Prior 
to joining the Wilmington University faculty, 
she taught family studies and women’s 
studies for 15 years at Messiah College, where 
she also directed the Gender Studies Project. 

This conference theme will 
enable professionals to explore 
the metaphors of light and 
shadow as they relate to 
Family Science and families.

Dr. Berke is a leader in bringing recognition 
to trauma-informed approaches and has 
led the training to develop Delaware as a 
trauma-informed state. In 2016, under her 
guidance, the Trauma-Informed Approaches 
certificate was launched for undergraduates 
at Wilmington University. To date this is the 
only undergraduate certificate in this field in 
the United States. Dr. Berke is the current co-
editor for the “Professional Development and 
Reflection Center” of Family Science Review 
and has served as president of the Family 
Science Association.

Dr. Berke is an established leader at NCFR, 
serving in many capacities, including as chair 
of the Family Policy Section, as chair of the 
Education and Enrichment Section, and as a 

Debra L. Berke 

member-at-large of 
the NCFR Board of 
Directors. She also 
brings experience 
in conference 
planning to 
this role, having 
served on the 
annual conference 
planning 
committees 
for both the 
Family Science Association and the Groves 
Conference on Marriage and Family in 2019.

Dr. Berke has proposed the theme “Light 
and Shadow: Shifting Perspectives and 
Families” as the theme for the 2022 Annual 
Conference. This conference theme 
will enable professionals to explore the 
metaphors of light and shadow as they relate 
to Family Science and families: What does it 
mean for individuals, families, communities, or 
scholars to be in shadow (blocked from light)? 
Does being in shadow mean phenomena are 
unseen, unrecognized, emerging, not valued, or 
stigmatized? Conversely, what does it mean to 
be in the spotlight?

The NCFR Elections Council was impressed 
with Dr. Berke’s proposal and her decades 
of experience in academia and applied 
research, particularly her insights into 
trauma-informed intervention, and noted 
that “she is attuned to the synergy gained 
from how teaching and research inform each 
other.” In their recommendation to the NCFR 
Board of Directors, council members wrote 
that “as director of academic departments 
and community programs in diverse settings, 
Dr. Berke can also respect and include the 
full range of small to large university family 
scientists, as well as practitioners, advocates, 
and educators, that make up NCFR 
membership.” 0 
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT

How Global Ends Guide NCFR’s Path Forward
Leigh A. Leslie, Ph.D., NCFR President, lleslie@umd.edu

Publication deadlines being what they are, I 
am writing my second presidential column 
just prior to my first column being published. 
Thus, I have not been able to receive 
member feedback or begin the dialogue 
with members I had hoped regarding goals 
and future activities of NCFR. Having said 
that, I want to revisit a little of what I wrote 
about in my first column and give an update. 
I mentioned that one of my goals was

One of the things I have come 
to understand much better 
since joining the board is how 
pivotal the Global Ends are 
in guiding the activity of the 
organization.

improving communication between 
the members, or owners, of NCFR and 
the Board of Directors. To that end, I had 
discussions with several members during 
the recent annual conference and am 
happy to report that, on the basis of 
feedback received there, an immediate 
change is being made to the NCFR website. 
By the time you read this, there will be a 
“Contact the Board” link in the footer of 
each page of the website. My hope is that 
this will enable members to easily share 
thoughts, ideas, or concerns with the Board 
of Directors that they would like considered. 
Members can expect a response from me, 
on behalf of the board, to each message. 
Although this in no way is the end of our 
plans for enhancing avenues for member–
board communication, I do hope it is a 
helpful step.

I also want to build on my first column by 
continuing the discussion of NCFR’s Global 
Ends. One of the things I have come to 
understand much better since joining the 
board is how pivotal the Global Ends are 
in guiding the activity of the organization. 

Even though I had been a member of the 
organization and in leadership positions for 
decades, I was not fully aware of this, and I 
assume other members may not be as well. 
Our organization is currently guided by three 
Global Ends: 

1. NCFR will provide opportunities 
for professional development and 
knowledge development in the areas 
of family research, theory, education, 
policy, and practice.

2. NCFR will support the dissemination 
and application of research- and theory-
based information about the well-being 
of families.

3. NCFR will represent the scholars and 
professionals in Family Science by 
establishing standards for research, 
education, and practice and by 
advocating for the development and 
advancement of the discipline and the 
professions of Family Science. 

Each goal is further developed and I 
encourage you to read the full Global Ends 
Policy Statement at ncfr.org/global-ends. I 
like to think of these ends as being inward 
focused, respectively, on the professional 
needs of members, outward focused on 
the needs and well-being of families, and 
discipline focused on the promotion of our 
field of study and practice.

In thinking of the first Global End, the 
organization has worked hard in recent years 
to keep pace with the varied professional 
needs of the members. An example of an 
initiatives growing out of this global end is 
the webinar series on topics such as implicit 
bias, family resource management, and the 

upcoming webinar on latent class analysis. 
For a complete list of future and accessible 
past webinars see ncfr.org/webinars. More 
recent examples of initiatives to address 
members’ professional development include 
the NCFR Résumé and Curriculum Review 
Program (ncfr.org/resume-cv-review) and 
the NCFR Mentoring Academy, which had its 
inaugural meeting at this year’s conference 
(ncfr.org/mentoring-academy). 

I wrote at length in my first column that 
expanding NCFR’s effort related to the 
second Global End is a priority for me during 
my tenure as president. I encourage you 
to reread that column (found at ncfr.org/
leslie-winter-2019) if you have questions 
regarding NCFR’s work on using our research 
to promote policies and practices that serve 
the needs of families. Finally, NCFR has 
long been engaged in efforts related to the 
third Global End, both through the CFLE 
program and through implementation of the 
recommendations of the Future of Family 
Science task force, which was convened in 
2014. Over the next few months, the Board 
of Directors will revisit the recommendations 
of this task force to see where progress has 
been made and to identify work yet to done.

I would invite all members to consider these 
three Global Ends. The board is interested in 
hearing from you, both as to whether you 
think any revisions are needed in our global 
ends and as to any recommendations you 
may have for furthering these global ends. 
You are the owners of the organization, and 
the board needs your input to assure that 
we are on track. I look forward to hearing 
from you. 0 
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EXECUTIVE REVIEW

Updates on Conference, Member Benefits, 
& More
Diane Cushman, NCFR Executive Director, dianecushman@ncfr.org

It’s a Wrap! New Conference Production 
Under Way
Even before one NCFR Annual Conference 
ends, planning for the next is under way. In 
2020, NCFR will return to St. Louis, Missouri, 
Nov. 11–14, with Brad van Eeden Moorefield, 
Ph.D., CFLE, at the helm as the conference 
program chair. The conference theme is 
“Family Expansions, Expanding Families: 
Contouring Family Science’s Negative Spaces.”

The last time NCFR was in St. Louis was 
October 1974, Gerhard Neubeck was the 
program chair, attendance was 1,700, and 
the American Association for Marriage and 
Family Therapy joined us for a conference 
themed “Art and Science of Intimacy and 
Loving.” For some of you, this may be your 
last NCFR conference as you join other 
baby boomers in retirement; thank you for 
all you’ve brought to NCFR and the Family 
Science discipline over your career. For others, 
it will be your first conference of many. You’ll 
make lifelong friends, meet colleagues whose 
interests mesh with yours, and discover your 
professional home. Please mark your calendar 
now and plan to join us in St. Louis! 

Take Advantage of New Programs for 
NCFR Members
Several new member benefits and programs 
rolled out in 2019. I’d like to highlight two of 
them here that were made possible thanks 
to the involvement and work of members. 

The first, the NCFR Mentoring Academy, 
is the vision of our Students and New 
Professionals (SNP) group leaders who have 
been working to develop this program over 
the past two years. The inaugural group of 12 
mentors and 12 mentees began their term at 
the 2019 NCFR conference, where they met 
one another, shared a meal, and began to 
plan how they will connect over the coming 
year. This program will run every year, with 
applications for the second year due July 

1, 2020. The NCFR Mentoring Academy 
is a great way for all members to receive 
mentoring at any stage of their career, and 
also for seasoned professionals to develop 
leadership skills and learn from their mentee. 

Tune in to NCFR’s Zippy News emails and 
other NCFR member communications for 
further updates. Program details are online at 
ncfr.org/mentoring-academy.

The second new program I’d like to highlight 
is the Résumé and Curriculum Vitae Review 
Program, which launched in late summer 
2019. Members who would like feedback 
on their résumé or CV can submit their 
document during our January, April, or 
August review periods, and experienced 
member-reviewers will provide feedback 
about content, formatting, structure, 
appearance, and more.

The NCFR Mentoring Academy 
is a great way for all members 
to receive mentoring at any 
stage of their career, and also 
for seasoned professionals to 
develop leadership skills and 
learn from their mentee. 

For the first round of the résumé and CV 
review program in August 2019, we had 
28 reviewers and 56 résumés and CVs 
submitted. The next round of submissions 
will be accepted April 1–15, 2020. As with 
the Mentoring Academy, you must be an 
NCFR member to participate. Find details at 
ncfr.org/resume-cv-review.

In addition, NCFR also added these member 
benefits in 2019:
■ Free webinars for NCFR members. 

NCFR members receive free access to 
past webinar recordings beginning one 

year after the webinar’s live debut! Watch 
recordings on the NCFR website at ncfr.
org/on-demand-webinars.

■ Members-only resource collections. 
Members get exclusive access to an 
ever-growing list of resource collections of 
NCFR journal articles, Family Focus articles, 
conference recordings, and more on key 
family topics. Our newest collection topics 
include Military Families and Parental 
Incarceration. Find them on the NCFR 
website at ncfr.org/resource-collections.

■ 25% discount on most books from 
Wiley, the publisher of NCFR’s scholarly 
journals. NCFR members can use code 
NCFR1 at checkout on Wiley’s website to 
receive the NCFR-member discount.

■ Discount on NCFR journal submission 
fees. As members, when you submit an 
article to Journal of Marriage and Family, 
Family Relations: Interdisciplinary Journal of 
Applied Family Science, or Journal of Family 
Theory & Review, your submission fee is 
lower than for nonmembers.

■ Two new focus groups were created in 
2019: Diverse Family Structures and Family 
Communication. NCFR’s focus groups on 
specific family interests are free for NCFR 
members to join.

What else do you need from NCFR? Send 
your ideas to info@ncfr.org. 

From NCFR Headquarters
On the staff news front, Maddie Hansen 
has moved into the position of manager 
of member relations from education and 
certification coordinator, replacing Bethany 
Cox, who resigned in late August to pursue 
her dream job of working in fundraising. 
In late October, all staff participated in 
unconscious bias training, and we’re eager 
to continue with trainings and learning 
opportunities to raise our awareness in 2020.

Executive Review continued on page 6
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DIRECTIONSDIRECTIONS

Marketing Family Life Education, Part 2—
Past and Future Efforts
Dawn Cassidy, M.Ed., CFLE, Director of Family Life Education, dawncassidy@ncfr.org

How would you complete the following 
sentence? More employers would know about 
and value Family Life Education if only…

Do you have an answer or two already 
in your mind, or do you need more time 
to think it over? It’s unfair to surprise you 
with a pop quiz, so consider this column a 
sneak peek at the “Teacher’s Book.” Below 
I’ll share some possible conclusions about 
this question that we’ve arrived at through 
discussion with NCFR members and Certified 
Family Life Educator (CFLE) committee 
members. There are no wrong answers, 
though, so at the end I’ll invite you to partake 
in a short survey to share additional ideas 
that you may have.  

In my last column I wrote about NCFR’s plan 
to create and implement a marketing effort to 
increase job opportunities for Family Science 
graduates and Certified Family Life Educators 
(CFLEs). Perhaps the greatest challenge to 
faculty, students, and graduates of Family 
Science degree programs is the need for more 
job opportunities in the family field. 

To increase job opportunities, we need to 
first increase awareness and understanding 
of the practice of Family Life Education 
(FLE) as well as the CFLE credential. 
We’ve identified the main steps to take to 
achieve this goal, and they are increasing 
awareness of FLE and CFLE, identifying 
contact information for potential employers, 
creating and distributing resources and 
marketing materials, identifying professional 
development events for CFLE credit, and 
highlighting successful outreach efforts of 
CFLE-approved programs. 

Increasing Awareness of Family Life 
Education
The hallmark of FLE is its preventive and 
educational approach, yet this is not widely 
known or understood by employers who 

would benefit from implementing such 
an approach within their companies or 
organizations. The lack of awareness is a 
major obstacle to the advancement of 
the profession. Many CFLEs have shared 
their frustration at seeing jobs with clear 
FLE components that request or require a 
license in social work. Advocacy for FLE can 
be effective in helping employers recognize 
alternative ways to provide services See 
the article in the spring 2016 issue of CFLE 
Network by Justin Petkus, M.S., CFLE, CCLS, at 
ncfr.org/cfle-network

To increase job opportunities, 
we need to first increase 
awareness and understanding 
of the practice of Family Life 
Education (FLE) as well as the 
CFLE credential. 

Over the years we’ve undertaken several 
efforts to increase FLE awareness, including 
creation of the white paper “Family Life 
Education: A Profession with a Proven Return 
on Investment” (J. Kirby Wilkins, E. Taner, D. 
Cassidy, & R. Cenizal 2014); available through 
the NCFR Resource Library (at ncfr.org/
resource-library); identification of February as 
FLE Month, as well as a contest and use of the 
hashtag #FamilyLifeEd; and distribution of the 
“Teaching Families, Changing Lives” poster. 
We’ll be considering similar promotions 
going forward and welcome your input.

Increasing Awareness and Value of the 
CFLE Credential
The CFLE credential was created to identify 
and promote standards of practice for the 
field of FLE. Although the existence of a 
professionally recognized credential can be 
helpful to individuals and families seeking 

the services of FLE professionals, it can be 
equally useful, if not more so, for employers 
seeking qualified employees. To increase 
awareness and value of the CFLE credential, 
we need more employers to know that it 
exists and to understand how hiring a CFLE 
is beneficial. A first step in this effort involves 
identification of and outreach to employers.

Identification of Contact Information for 
Employers
A major effort in 2020 will be to amass a 
database of potential Family Science and FLE 
employers. We’ll be contacting CFLEs, NCFR 
members, and Family Science programs 
to identify internships sites, agencies, and 
organizations in their communities that 
could be considered potential employers. 
Reaching out to our existing NCFR 
stakeholder groups for this help will be much 
more effective than purchasing mailing lists. 
Thank you in advance for your assistance!

Creation and Distribution of Resources 
and Materials
Another step in our marketing efforts will be 
the creation and distribution of resources 
and materials helpful in promoting the CFLE 
credential. The CFLE brochure is available as 
a downloadable PDF at ncfr.org/cfle. Copies 
of a print version can be ordered at no cost 
at ncfr.org/store. 

Possibilities we’re exploring for additional 
materials include the following: an FLE 
infographic; an updated FLE fact sheet; 
and a printed brochure, flier, or postcard 
promoting the value of the CFLE credential 
specifically to employers. This piece could 
incorporate data from a study by NCFR 
and Florida State University that assessed 
employer perceptions of CFLEs. See the 
article in the winter 2019 issue of Report at 
ncfr.org/ncfr-report/winter-2019. 

Directions continued on page 6
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Directions continued from page 5

Approval of Professional Development 
Activities for CFLE Continuing Education 
Credit
To earn the CFLE credential, individuals 
must earn at least 100 hours of continuing 
education credit every five years to 
maintain full status. Although CFLEs have 
flexibility in determining which professional 
development events and activities they 
select to meet this requirement, NCFR will 
regularly review and approve events for 
CFLE continuing education credit. When 
CFLE staff come across a training, workshop, 
conference, or other opportunity that we 
think would be relevant to CFLEs, we have 
asked the event sponsor to submit for CFLE 
continuing education credit approval. If 
approved, NCFR will often promote the 
event through its communication channels, 
and the organization has the added benefit 
of marketing the event to CFLEs.  

This initial outreach provides an opportunity 
to promote NCFR and the CFLE credential, 
and it also brings awareness of the CFLE 
credential to a wider audience. Going 
forward, we’d like to be even more 
intentional to contact organizations that 
offering relevant professional development 
opportunities, and we’ll be asking CFLEs 
to take an active role in helping us identify 
these events.

Highlighting Effective CFLE-Approved 
Program Outreach Efforts
There are currently nearly 130 CFLE-
approved Family Science programs. These 
programs, in addition to the many other 
schools offering Family Science degrees, all 
share the need to promote the value and 
relevance of a degree in Family Science. 
Several CFLE-approved programs have 
shared information on approaches used 
to promote the availability of the CFLE-
approved program application process to 
students See the article in the spring 2016 
issue of CFLE Network by Lee Bidwell, Ph.D., 
CFLE, at ncfr.org/cfle-network as well as 
efforts to promote their degree programs 
in the community. As part of our marketing 
efforts, we’d like to gather more of these 
stories and make them available via the 

NCFR website. We’ll be reaching out to CFLE 
contacts at CFLE-approved programs for 
assistance with this project. 

We Need Member and CFLE Involvement 
Given that increasing job opportunities 
is a goal shared by most NCFR members 
and CFLEs, it makes sense for NCFR to tap 
the collective experience and resources of 
stakeholders in this effort. The most effective 
way to do this is by directly providing CFLEs

Perhaps the greatest challenge 
to faculty, students, and 
graduates of Family Science 
degree programs is the need 
for more job opportunities in 
the family field.

and NCFR members with tools and resources 
that they can share with employers at a 
local level. Toward that effort, we want to 
hear from you. Please take a few minutes to 
complete a quick survey. You can access it 
via ncfr.org/promoting-cfle-credential.   

1. What ideas do you have for increasing 
the visibility and value of the CFLE 
credential?

2. What resources or services can 
NCFR provide to help members 
and stakeholders promote the CFLE 
credential (e.g., brochures, webinars, 
webcasts, data on programs). 

3. What efforts have you undertaken that 
have been successful in promoting the 
CFLE credential in your setting?

4. How can potential CFLE employers be 
identified?

5. How would you complete this sentence: 
“A lot more employers would know about 
and value the CFLE credential if NCFR 
would…”

Please feel free to contact me directly at 
dawncassidy@ncfr.org. I welcome your 
participation in this important effort. 0 

Executive Review continued from page 4

A Final Note: Awareness and Apology
Speaking of being aware, within NCFR’s 
office, we encourage everyone to speak up, 
say what they know, and help all of us be 
better and do better. 

A few of our 2019 conference attendees did 
just that by pointing out that our out-going 
president Anisa Zvonkovic, Ph.D., used the 
term gypped during her presidential address 
at the conference. As early as the late 1800s, 
gyp was used derogatorily in reference to 
the Romani people, often still referred to 
as Gypsies. Dr. Zvonkovic asked me to pass 
along to all of you her apologies, and her 
gratitude to those who spoke up for helping 
her to do better. Your courage resulted in a 
learning moment for many of us.

To all our members: Thank you for all you 
do for NCFR, for Family Science, and for 
families. 0  

New NCFR Research Policy Brief 
Available
Understanding the Challenges 
and Meeting the Needs of 
Military and Veteran Families

Elizabeth C. Coppola, M.A., Christine E. 
McCall, B.A., Keisha Bailey, B.A., Brittany 
P. Mihalec-Adkins, M.S.Ed., and Shelley 
MacDermid Wadsworth, Ph.D. 

The latest NCFR brief describes challenges 
for military and veteran families posed 
by the post-9/11 conflict and gives 
examples of efforts by three presidential 
administrations to support these families 
with an emphasis on the diversity of 
policy actions by multiple branches of the 
government.

Included in the brief are recommendations 
for family practitioners and scholars to 
influence policies, programs, and practices 
that affect military and veteran families. 

A two-page executive summary and an 
eight-page policy brief are available for you 
to download and share with others.

Read the full brief at ncfr.org/military-
families-brief 0
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FAMILY SCIENCE REPORT

Use NCFR Teaching Resources in Your 
Classroom
Jennifer Crosswhite, Ph.D., CFLE, Director of Research and Policy Education, jennifercrosswhite@ncfr.org

NCFR has so many creative and excellent 
teachers as members. As professors, 
you know myriad ways to teach in the 
classroom—assigning articles to read, 
videos to watch and discuss, research 
papers to write, practice materials to 
develop, and so much more.

NCFR has a multitude of resources available 
for you to use in the classroom, which, as 
the person who oversees NCFR’s content 
development and academic resources, I 
want to share with you. 

The following sections highlight resources 
for teaching in the face-to-face or virtual 
academic classroom, tell you where to find 

those resources, and provide a few simple 
ideas for using those resources in your 
classroom. In future articles, I plan to share 
more even NCFR resources for members 
with other professional roles.

Resources Tab on the NCFR Homepage
One of the easiest ways to find resources 
on the NCFR website is by going to the 
Resources tab on the homepage or visiting 
ncfr.org/resources, where you can see the 
resource categories I highlight here and more.

Resource Collections. This is an ever-
growing list of curated materials on timely 
topics (e.g., immigration) meant to help 
busy instructors find resources quickly. 
The collections include a list of NCFR 
publications, webinars, and conference 
session video and audio to learn more or 
teach your students about the topic. Feel 
free to use the entire collection or the 
most relevant pieces to you. Collections—
including members-only collections—are 
available at ncfr.org/resource-collections. 
Note: Collections typically contain articles from 
the past 5 years, or 2–3 years for topics with 
large numbers of articles.

Webinars. NCFR’s list of webinars is 
always expanding! Webinar topics provide 
professional development and teach new 
skills around the following ideas:
■ research and statistical methods;
■ academic teaching;
■ Family Life Education methodology; and 
■ understanding biases and working 

through differences. 

More than 50 webinars are available to watch 
individually for your own learning or to use 
in the classroom with your students! We have 
webinars for use in classes about research 
methods, statistics, Family Life Education 
methodology, teaching students how to 
teach, and general classes that discuss biases 
and working through differences. 

Visit ncfr.org/webinars to see available 
programs, and be sure to request a classroom 
use license at ncfr.org/classroom-use to use a 
webinar in your classroom.

Conference Session Recordings. Instructors 
also can request a classroom license to use 
video and audio recordings of past NCFR 
conference sessions in their classes. To view 
the available sessions, visit learning.ncfr.org 
and click on the Conference Sessions tab. 
NCFR members have free individual access to 
conference recordings from 2018 going back 
to 2008! If you attended the 2019 conference 
or purchased streaming access for 2019, 
you also have free individual access to 2019 
session recordings; free member access 
begins one year after each conference. To 
access, visit ncfr.org/2019-recordings and log 
in to the NCFR website. 

More than 50 webinars are 
available to watch individually 
for your own learning or to 
use in the classroom with your 
students!

NCFR Report Family Focus Articles. Family 
Focus articles in NCFR Report member 
magazine share translational research 
with NCFR members. The articles provide 
research and research-based implications, 
often around very timely topics, and they 
make a nice addition to reading lists in the 
classroom. Many faculty have used individual 
articles and entire Family Focus issues in 
their classroom. New topics are published 
quarterly. See ncfr.org/family-focus.

Research and Policy Briefs. These briefs 
provide policymakers at all levels research to 
make more informed decisions about 

Family Science Report continued on page 9

NCFR Report: 
A Member Forum

NCFR Report is a quarterly magazine for 
members designed to encourage mem-
ber-to-member dialogue, to inform col-
leagues about our research, and to discuss 
research application for practitioners 
and policy professionals. Through Report, 
NCFR also builds our community by 
reporting on people, events, and organi-
zational news. 

Unlike the content of our scholarly 
journals, the articles in NCFR Report 
have not been peer-reviewed. In the 
spirit of open debate and academic 
freedom, NCFR Report is a member forum 
for exchanging ideas. The opinions or 
findings expressed are those of the 
author(s), which may or may not represent 
the official position of NCFR as an 
organization nor the prevailing scientific 
consensus on the topic. Author email 
addresses are provided to encourage 
readers to offer comment to writers. 
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Take Advantage of Your NCFR Member Benefits
Thank you for your membership in NCFR 
and for your continued dedication to better 
understanding and strengthening families. 

Make sure you’re taking advantage of all 
the benefits your NCFR member provides, 
including these and more that you can find 
at ncfr.org/membership.

Résumé and Curriculum Vitae Review 
Program
Through NCFR’s Résumé and Curriculum 
Vitae (CV) Review Program, new in 2019, you 
can get valuable feedback to help make your 
résumé or CV its best.

class of mentor and mentee pairs—24 
participants in all—in the NCFR Mentoring 
Academy. This group, comprised of 
professionals at all levels of experience, will 
continue working together through the 
program during most of 2020. 

Mentoring can be a key resource to grow 
and advance professionally, receive support 
and guidance in taking on professional 
challenges, and achieve successful 
outcomes. The mentoring relationship can 
also be just as valuable to the mentor, in

Member Benefits continued on page 9

Submit your résumé or CV during one of 
three submission periods—the first half of 
the month in January, April, or August—
along with brief information about your 
specific situation and needs. We’ll match 
your document to experienced NCFR 
members who review and provide quality 
feedback about your document’s content, 
formatting, structure, appearance, and more.

Find more details at ncfr.org/resume-cv-
review.

NCFR Mentoring Academy
In 2019, NCFR welcomed the inaugural 

Welcome to the Newest Members of NCFR
Please join us in welcoming these members who joined between October 1 and December 31, 2019. 

Carolyn Huff Abrahamzon

Brittany Aguilar

Marta Alvira-Hammond

Christina Yvonne Amen

Yuanyuan An

Suzanna Elisa Austin

Alp Aytuglu

Jennifer M. Babitzke

Abby Gail Baumbach

Hannah Berendzen

Alyssa Grace Billington

Laura Bloom

Jenae Bluhm

Rebecca N. Bokoch

Terry Cabrera

Cory Campbell

Noel Card

Lina Maria Caswell

Meera Choi

Tia Citrano

Hannah Clark

Kennedy K. Clark

Diane Coffey

Kristy Nicole Constancio

Stacy Cook LaPointe

Emily Marie Corbin

Margaret Louise 
Craddock

Antonia  Curtis

Haley Madison Davis

Christi Demitz

Biswadeep Dhar

Candace Dominguez

Sarah Jane Donley

Rebecca Hirsch Duport

Daniella Lorene Elzie

Marcus A. Fagan

Haley Michelle Fenn

Harold Lee Flanary

Amelia Flynn

Elisa M. Foster

Cynthia A. Frosch

Sabrina Fuentes

Abbie Elizabeth Gandy

Mackenzie Elyse Garza

Yeferline Mercedes Gomez

Margaret Kathryn Goode

Annaliese Grant

Ka Rene Grimes

Geneva Harper

Ajah Haskell

Heidi Hastings

Donna Jean Healy

Savanna Rose Heckman

Mindy Herman-Stahl

Suzannah M. Ingram

Ambyr McLean

Michelle McMartin

Kori Fernandez McMillian

Naomi R. Meinertz

Kenci aMele

Sheeza Mohsin

Shanna Marie Moke

Javiera Paz Monardez 
Popelka

LaRen Morton

Laila Murphy

Samuel Myers

Emma Lyn Paine

Ju Ann Park

Janna Marie Pickett

Kevin Plascencia

Perla Razo

Josephine Rebecca Reed

Kimberly Revis

Merani Rivarola

Ally Robbin

Kaliah Robinson

Melissa Robinson

Giseel Rodriguez

Emma Romell

Kelly Ross Roy

Kathryn J. Rozas

Michelle Ruehle

Lanette M. Rupert

Bahareh Sahebi

Louis Christian Sanchez

Terri Nicole Sawyer

Jennifer Ann Schwartz

Demetria Ryan Serfas

Carmen Lindsey Shahtout

Renata B. Sledge

Brittany Smith

Taylor Elizabeth 
Sommerland

Lesli Speirs

Jayden Elizabeth Swann

Alyssa Trout

Fatimah Turner

Chong A. Vang

Jasmine Velazques

Jorge Vallery Verlenden

Tyla Verster

Mackenzie Vilmont

Heather Webb

Sandra Whitehead

Man Xu

Chelsea Yamamoto

Lexie Yancey

Jiwon Yoon

Danielle Luzia 
Zandbergen

Johana Zuluaga 

April G. Jacek

Kailie Jenkins

Kirsten Marie Jensen

McKell Jorgensen

Jaclyn Ann Kalkwarf

Meredith Gail Khan

Yunhee Kim

Pei-Chun Ko

Julia Nicole Kroeker

Yanzhen Kuang

Alyssa Rey Landes

Diana Lynn Lang

Stacey Vierra Lang

Summer Nicole Larkins

Virginia Leiter

Misun Lim

Eric Lindsey

Christoffer Loderup

Alyssa Jade Lucas

Payton Mannen

Parrie Mashburn

Man’Dee Kameron 
Mason

Lauren Mattox

Devin Malloy McCauley

Nora McCormick

Ashley McDonald

Kimberly McErlean
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Member Benefits continued from page 8

developing leadership and communication 
skills, enriching your professional and 
personal knowledge, and more.

Consider applying for the NCFR Mentoring 
Academy! The application period will open in 
late spring to be a mentor or mentee in the 
second pilot year of the Mentoring Academy, 
and applications will be due July 1. Learn 
more at ncfr.org/mentoring-academy.

Members-Only Resource Collections
As an NCFR member, you have exclusive 
access to new members-only resource 
collections, in addition to the many publicly 
available collections of resources that NCFR 
has curated on professional and family topics.

Members-only resource collections—
featuring articles from NCFR’s scholarly 
journals, Family Focus translational articles, 
NCFR conference session recordings, and 
NCFR policy briefs—currently are available 
on these topics:
■ Parental Incarceration
■ Military Families
■ LGTBQ

Find all resource collections at ncfr.org/
resource-collections.

Free On-Demand Webinars
NCFR members receive free, unlimited 
access to past NCFR webinar recordings 
beginning one year after the webinar’s live 
debut. That gives you access to more than 40 
webinars. 

Watch NCFR webinars for your own 
professional development or to preview 
a webinar before requesting a classroom 
license to use it with your students.

Log in at ncfr.org/on-demand to access 
available on-demand webinars, including 
the newest available: Trauma-Informed 
Educational Practices (TIEPs) in Higher 
Education.

Free member access is coming later this 
spring for these webinars:
■ Adolescent Sexting: What Researchers and 

Practitioners Need to Know
■ Advances in Moderation Analysis: An 

Introduction to Mixture Regression

Even More Member Benefits
There are even more benefits included with 
your NCFR membership:
■ Discounts on NCFR conference 

attendance, journal submission fees, CFLE 
credential fees, and other NCFR products

■ A 25% discount from Wiley, the 
publisher of NCFR’s scholarly journals, on 
most Wiley book purchases. Use NCFR 
member code NCFR1 at checkout when 
buying through the Wiley website.

■ Automatic membership in your state or 
regional NCFR affiliate (local chapter)

■ Use of NCFR’s online discussion groups 
and member directory for members. Visit 
groups.ncfr.org.

■ The opportunity to serve in leadership 
positions in the organization

Family Science Report continued from page 7

families. They can also be useful in the policy 
classroom, for the following: 
■ discussing policies around particular family 

policies; 
■ teaching how to write a brief; 
■ teaching how to advocate for families (e.g., 

sending the briefs to legislators); or
■ adding to reading lists in courses that 

discuss these timely topics.

Members may print and share the briefs with 
their students and others, such as legislators 
or those who make decisions about families. 
See ncfr.org/briefs. 

Online Resource Library. There are more 
than 2,600 resources available in NCFR’s 
online resource library, which you can find at 
ncfr.org/resource-library. The library contains 
NCFR materials and other materials curated 
from other credible sources. I encourage you 
to use the advanced search feature—filtering 
by content area and/or resource type—to 
narrow your search. You can also direct your 
students to the resource library to help them 
with assignments. 

Using the Resources in Your Classroom
It is important to seek permission or licenses 
to use some of NCFR’s resource materials:
■ For articles published in NCFR’s scholarly 

journals, NCFR Report, and CFLE Network 
newsletter for Certified Family Life 

Educators, due to copyright laws
■ For NCFR webinars and conference 

sessions recordings

Publications/Articles
Please see NCFR’s permissions webpage at 
ncfr.org/permissions for more information 
and directions pertaining to publications. 

All permissions to use an article from one 
of the scholarly journals must adhere to 
fair-use guidelines or go through Copyright 
Clearance Center to obtain permission to 
use articles beyond that of fair use. 

Request permissions to use articles from 
NCFR Report or CFLE Network using our 
web form at ncfr.org/copyright-use. NCFR 
members are given permission to use the 
materials in class for free. 

Webinars and Conference Recordings
Request a classroom use license at 
ncfr.org/classroom-use to use a webinar 
or recording of a past NCFR conference 
sessions in your classroom.

I hope you find these resources useful for in 
your classroom (or for your own learning). 
I am always interested in members’ 
ideas about the resources you need for 
teaching and otherwise. Please email me 
at jennifercrosswhite@ncfr.org with your 
ideas. My goal is for NCFR to continuously 
provide new, useful resources to you. 0 

■ Eligibility to apply for many NCFR awards, 
including the NCFR Honors Student 
Recognition program for graduating 
students

■ The NCFR Member Bookshelf—We’ll 
post your newly authored or edited book 
on the NCFR website and announce it in 
our weekly Zippy News email newsletter.

If it’s time for you to renew your 
membership, we hope you’ll choose to stay 
involved and engaged as an NCFR member. 
Please contact us at any time if you have 
questions about your membership or ideas 
about how NCFR could better serve your 
needs—we’re always open to your feedback!

See a complete list of your member benefits 
at ncfr.org/membership. 0
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Inclusion and Diversity Committee Report 
Revisiting Social Justice in the Context of Family Science: 
Considerations for Teaching, Scholarship, and Research
Members of the Inclusion and Diversity Committee (IDC): Chalandra M. Bryant, Ph.D., CFLE, chair; Tiffany L. Brown, Ph.D.; Elizabeth G. Holman, 
Ph.D.; Jocelyn R. Smith Lee, Ph.D.; Daphne Hernandez, Ph.D.; Kristy Y. Shih, Ph.D.; Shawn N. Mendez, Ph.D.; Adrienne M. Duke, Ph.D.; and Miriam 
Mulsow, Ph.D.  Contact the IDC at ncfr.org/idc-webform

What Is IDC?
The Inclusion and Diversity Committee (IDC) 
is an NCFR Board Committee that serves 
the NCFR Board of Directors by actively 
promoting a community of respect that 
honors the humanity of all. The IDC works 
to (a) identify the inclusion and diversity 
strengths, issues, and opportunities within 
all aspects of NCFR; (b) develop strategies 
and plans to examine ways we include and 
exclude (however unintentionally) NCFR 
members; (c) enhance NCFR’s ability to meet 
the needs of its diverse membership; and 
(d) respectfully celebrate and document the 
successes of inclusivity approaches.

At the 2019 NCFR Annual Conference in Fort 
Worth, Texas, the IDC continued its tradition 
of hosting both a special session and a 
breakfast with the aforementioned aims in 
mind, and with the support of the NCFR 
Board of Directors. 

IDC Social Justice Award 
The Social Justice Award for Contributions to 
Family Science was presented by the IDC at 
the beginning of this year’s special session. 
The purpose of the award is to recognize 
NCFR members for their outstanding work in 
the area of social justice as it relates to their 

work with families. The IDC defines social 
justice as “individuals and organizations 
actively identifying the dynamics of socially 
structured and institutionalized oppression 
and privilege; self-reflecting on our own 
socialization linked to social locations (e.g., 
race, class, gender, sexual orientation, ability, 
etc.); and acting on systematic and hidden 
disparities with meaningful leadership in the 
field of Family Science.”

This year’s recipient of the award was 
Stephen T. Russell, Ph.D., professor of 
human development and Family Sciences 
at University of Texas at Austin. Christi R. 
McGeorge, Ph.D., who presented the award 
noted that “Dr. Russell’s entire career has 
been dedicated to helping adults, youth, 
and families who society has pushed to the 
margins and discriminated against. Dr. Russell 
has worked to make NCFR a more inclusive 
and diverse organization. He has worked to 
make NCFR a welcoming organization for 
LGBTQ scholars, feminist scholars, and those 
who might not find a home within NCFR.” 

IDC Special Session 
This year the special session topic was 
“Revisiting Social Justice in the Context of 
Family Science: Considerations for Teaching, 

Scholarship, and Research.” Framing research, 
practice, and teaching in the context of 
social justice, as a means of promoting the 
well-being of families, facilitates a systematic 
examination of how structural inequalities, 
oppression, and differential privilege have 
an impact on family functioning and family 
outcomes.

The speakers addressing this topic were 
Leslie Amanda Anderson, M.S., LMFT, doctoral 
candidate at the University of Georgia; Aixa 
D. Marchand, Ph.D., assistant professor of 
psychology at Rhodes College; Bethany L. 
Letiecq, Ph.D., associate professor of human 
development and Family Science at George 
Mason University; and Stephen T. Russell, Ph.D.

Anderson, Marchand, and Letiecq were 
authors (or co-authors) of articles published 
in the social justice special issue (Volume 
11) of the Journal of Family Theory and 
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Review. Some instructors have already made 
those articles a part of their required course 
reading. That special issue was organized 
and led by Anthony James, Ph.D. (director 
of Family Science program and associate 
professor of Family Science and social work, 
Miami University), and Christi McGeorge, 
Ph.D. (professor of human development 
and Family Science, North Dakota State 
University), both of whom also moderated 
the IDC Special Session. 

Anderson argued that researchers, 
practitioners, and policymakers need 
to address the actual conditions that 
necessitate resilience, because it is unjust 
to continuously expect families to adapt 
(make internal changes) when their adverse 
environments (external) remain unchanged. 
Letiecq posited that instead of focusing 
solely on marginalized families, Family 
Scientists need to more carefully examine 
privileged individuals and families in an 
effort to better understand how and why 
their advantages are maintained, because 
that (the maintenance of those advantages) 
is what needs to change in order to create 
a more just society. Change cannot occur 
if we, as a society, continue to privilege the 
privileged. Marchand addressed how racism 
shapes Black parents’ engagement with their 
children’s schools. Biases and assumptions 
have often led schools to view Black parents 
as uninvolved because those parents are not 

present in ways that schools expect them 
to be present. Viewing parents in this way 
fails to acknowledge the historically strained 
relationships Black parents have had with 
schools. Marchand argued that schools 
must move away from the traditional ideas 
regarding what constitutes involvement and 
try to engage parents on their own terms so 
that their voices can be heard. 

Russell, the last speaker, eloquently weaved 
together each presentation while also 
accepting the Social Justice Award. He 
ended by saying: “I accept this award from 
my friends. I reject the award from the NCFR 
with the history and tradition that erases 
my family as a family. I imagine and seek a 
Family Science that is based on principles for 
promoting social change, for social justice, for 
all families.” This rallying cry challenges all of 
us within NCFR to do better—to think about 
our theories, our research questions, our 
methodologies, our policies and practices. 
How are we enacting change to the systems 
that limit some families? How are we using 
our work to promote social justice for all?

Conference attendees who participated in 
the annual IDC Breakfast Conversation on 
Friday morning began grappling with some 
of these questions. This session created space 
for individuals to discuss the application 
of a social justice framework in their own 
work. For instance, attendees discussed the 
ways researchers have been complicit in 
promoting family privileges in Family Science. 
Which questions are we asking that continue 
to maintain the unjust status quo? Which 
questions are we not asking? 

The 2020 NCFR Annual Conference theme 
will be “Family Expansions, Expanding 
Families: Contouring Family Science’s 
Negative Spaces.” This theme is meant to 
acknowledge the dynamic, fluid, and diverse 
nature of families. We hope to see you there, 
and we hope to hear your voices. 0 

Autumn Miranda Bermea

Robyn L. Cenizal

Deborah P. Coehlo

Albert J. Davis

William Michael Fleming

Marilyn Flick

Megan L. Haselschwerdt

Thank You, NCFR Donors
October—December 2019

Tammy L. Henderson

Elizabeth G. Holman

Katherine A. Kuvalanka

Jay A. Mancini

Michelle McMartin

Sarah N. Mitchell

Elise Murowchick

B. Kay Pasley

Rudabeh Nazarinia Roy

Terri Nicole Sawyer

Michael John Sporakowski

Springer

Dana A. Weiser

Ani Yazedjian
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The 2019 NCFR Conference has come and 
gone, and attendees experienced another 
great conference filled with informative 
presentations, engaging roundtable 
discussions, thought-provoking keynotes 
and symposia, and a sampling of the many 
different cuisines offered in downtown Fort 
Worth. Thank you to the Program Chair Katia 
Paz Goldfarb, conference host University of 
North Texas, the NCFR Annual Conference 
Program Planning Committee, and NCFR 
staff for planning and executing an excellent 
program. I want to extend a special thanks 
to Jackie Kirby Wilkins from the Academic 
Administration and Leadership Focus Group 
for collaborating on an invited symposium 
titled “Family Science Contextualized: 
Clarifying, Promoting, and Securing the 
Unique Contributions of Family Scientists to 
Institutions of Higher Learning.” Presenters 
addressed the challenges embedded 
in identifying and advocating for Family 
Science’s place and position within higher 
education while offering an eye toward how 

we can continue to make the contributions 
of Family Scientists visible. 

 The close of the conference marked the 
ending of my first year as the Advancing 
Family Science (AFS) Section Chair. We 
had several notable accomplishments 
as section in 2019, including honoring 
Deborah Gentry, Ed.D., CFLE, our first AFS 
Legacy Award recipient; recognizing Trent 
W. Maurer, Ph.D., with the Outstanding 
Scholarship of Teaching and Learning Paper 
Award for his manuscript; and awarding the 
Wesley Burr Student Scholarship Award to 
undergraduate student Victoria R. Anders, 
B.A., and to graduate student Kristin 
Matera, J.D. Additionally, AFS was asked 
to facilitate the review process for the Felix 
Berardo Scholarship Award for Mentoring. 
As the review committee was reading and 
discussing the nominations for this award, it 
struck us that the scoring criteria favors the 
longevity of the mentorship relationship, 
which is difficult when someone is at 

Advancing Family Science Section Update
Jennifer S. Reinke, Ph.D., LMFT, CFLE, AFS Section Chair, jennifer.reinke@colostate.edu

the earlier end of their career and/or has 
moved institutions. The review committee 
strongly felt that one of the less-seasoned 
applicants deserved to be recognized for 
her outstanding mentorship record and 
commitment to supporting the professional 
development of students; thus, Morgan 
Cooley, Ph.D., LCSW, was presented with 
the Emerging Mentor Award at the AFS 
Section meeting.

Our primary goals for 2020 include 
formalizing an emerging mentor–teacher 
award and creating a new award that 
recognizes an outstanding administrator 
in Family Science—stay tuned for more 
information! Speaking of 2020, I hope that 
you are planning to attend the conference 
in St. Louis, Missouri, Nov. 11-14. I also hope 
that many of you submitted a proposal 
to the AFS Section! Topics we often look 
forward to seeing pertain to the strength and 
sustainability of Family Science programs, 
including marketing and recruiting for 
Family Science programs; innovative and 
effective teaching strategies for Family 
Science courses, including development, 
delivery, and evaluation of Family Science 
curricula; best practices for administrators 
of Family Science programs; ethical issues in 
the practice of Family Science; and the state 
of Family Science as a discipline. The section 
welcomes conference proposals that address 
these issues. In addition, each year the 
section welcomes conference proposals that 
address the conference theme. Considering 
the 2020 conference theme topic of “Family 
Expansions, Expanding Families: Contouring 
Family Science’s Negative Spaces,” we 
will be looking for proposals that address 
the “negative spaces” that lie within the 
contexts of the Family Science classroom, in 
institutions of higher education, and across 
the discipline. 

In the meantime, I look forward to crossing 
paths with you in the AFS online discussion 
group! 0

Advertise in NCFR Report

Looking to promote your university’s programs to potential students 
or faculty candidates? Want to advertise an event or workshop you’re 
organizing?

Get the message to your NCFR colleagues by advertising in NCFR 
Report, NCFR’s quarterly member magazine.

Each issue of Report — which includes organizational news and  
the popular “Family Focus” section made up of translational, 
research-based articles — goes out to the entire NCFR membership.

Space is available for advertising in every issue of Report. Rates start 
at $350 for a quarter-page ad (with volume discounts available).

Interested? Find more details about rates, deadlines, and specs at
ncfr.org/advertise-ncfr-report
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Family Policy Section Update
Morgan Cooley, Ph.D., LCSW, cooleym@fau.edu; Anthony Ferraro, Ph.D., CFLE, aferraro@ksu.edu; Susan Meyerle, Ph.D., 
susanmeyerle@gmail.com; Jordan Arellanes, Ph.D., jaarell@ilstu.edu; Section Officers

Hello, esteemed Family Policy Section 
members and colleagues! We hope your 
spring 2020 semester is off to a smooth and 
productive start. Please welcome our brand-
new officers, Secretary/Treasurer Susan 
Meyerle, Ph.D., CFLE, and Students and 
New Professionals Representative Jordan 
Arellanes, Ph.D.

2020 Conference Proposals
The Family Policy Section officers hope that 
you are planning to attend the 2020 NCFR 
Annual Conference in St. Louis, Missouri, Nov. 
11-14. Hopefully, you also submitted your 
work to the Family Policy Section (deadline 
was March 2). Few research topics fall outside 
the realm and implications of family policy, 
and we welcome your submissions every 
year. If you are ever unsure how your work 
aligns with policy, get in touch! Family Policy 
Section officers are happy to support or 
provide presenters with guidance on shaping 
the policy-relevant content of your proposal.  

Submissions for Family Connections: 
Research Informing Policy 
We are looking for authors, articles, and 
translational writers! The Family Policy 
Section is preparing to launch a series of 
research briefs, which will be called Family 
Connections: Research Informing Policy. These 
one- to two-page research briefs will be ideal 
for sharing information about your research 
in a way that is relevant to policy. If you have 
recently (in the past year or so) published an 
article (or publish one going forward) that 
is relevant to family policies, please submit 
your work for review. The articles do not 
need to feature research designs that are 
embedded in or that emerge from policies. 
However, a review committee will work with 
you to include policy relevance. 

The research brief of your article will 
summarize your work succinctly; highlight 
how methods and findings might inform 
public policy; reference policy-relevant 
outcomes (e.g., access, cost, well-being); 

explain how findings might affect prevention 
or intervention programs; or articulate 
implications for policies and practices that 
affect individuals, families, and communities 
in the United States or globally. Note 
that research briefs are based on single 
articles. They won’t make specific policy 
recommendations, but they will highlight 
ways research might inform policy.

To submit an article for consideration (or to 
volunteer as reviewer), follow these steps:

1. Contact Morgan Cooley (cooleym@
fau.edu), current section chair, about 
your interest. In your email, submit 
basic information (author and coauthor 
names, article title, journal title, abstract, 
a brief statement about how the article 
is policy relevant) about the article you 
would like considered.

2. Your submission will be reviewed by 
the FP Section officers (and volunteers), 
and you will be contacted within 

approximately 30 days with a decision. 
(Please note that we expect a longer 
review period for the first round of these.)

3. Work collaboratively with the FP Section 
officer (or volunteer) to complete the 
research brief and acknowledge final 
approval of the research brief featuring 
your work. Briefs will contain a citation 
to the original article, the first author’s 
contact information, and a permalink to 
the original research. 

There is no deadline, as submission is 
ongoing. Your brief will be made available 
to FP Section members through the NCFR 
Family Policy Section discussion board 
upon its completion. All NCFR members 
(including those not currently in the Family 
Policy Section) are invited to submit briefs for 
Family Connections: Research Informing Policy, 
and all features will be nonpartisan with the 
precise goal of communicating research 
findings and potential policy impacts. 0

Families and Health Section 
Update

Outstanding Ph.D./
New Professional 
Poster Award
Jacquelyn K. 
Mallette, Ph.D., 
CFLE, East 
Carolina University
“Non-Parental 
Caregiver Support 
and Monitoring: 
Impacts on Long-
Term Youth Outcomes in Fragile Families”

Michelle Appelt

At the 2019 Families and Health Section meeting, recipients of our poster awards were 
announced. They each received a ribbon, certificate, and cash prize of $100. 

Jacquelyn K. Mallette

Outstanding 
Undergraduate/
Graduate Student 
Poster Award 
Michelle Lynn 
Appelt, Pennsylvania 
State University
“Compulsive Media 
Behaviors: What 
Personality Has to Do 
with It?” 0
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2020 NCFR AWARDS

Call for Nominations for 2020 NCFR Awards
Honor Your Distinguished Colleagues
The National Council on Family Relations 
(NCFR), the NCFR sections, NCFR focus 
groups, the Certified Family Life Education 
(CFLE) Advisory Board, and NCFR affiliate 
councils have established awards to 
recognize those groups and individuals who 
further the interests of the organization 
and/or exemplify the standards to which 
members aspire. Award recipients are 
distinguished colleagues who have 

dedicated themselves to working in the 
field of Family Science and have given 
outstanding service.

Members nominate other members for the 
awards, send supporting evidence, and list 
other people who can verify the nominee’s 
qualifications. A selection committee 
evaluates the applicants or nominees and 
selects the recipient(s).

The deadline for most major awards is May 1
 (unless indicated otherwise). Awards with 

special deadlines include the Jessie Bernard 
Awards (April 15), the Reuben Hill Award 
(March 30), affiliate council awards (June 1), 
and the CFLE Special Recognition Award 
(September 1).

To view all awards and their criteria, the 
nomination and application processes, and 
deadlines, visit ncfr.org/awards. 0

NCFR-SPONSORED AWARDS 
(DESIGNATED)

Czaplewski Fellowship Award
Purpose
Past presidents of NCFR established this 
fellowship in administration in honor of Mary 
Jo Czaplewski, retired executive director. 
She served as NCFR’s chief executive from 
1984 to 1999. The fellowship’s purpose is 
to provide funding to support the efforts 
of family scholars who want to obtain and 
make midcareer moves into academic or 
nonprofit administration.

Award
The fellowship is awarded only when there is 
a request for the support, but not more often 
than once every other year, and then after 
review of application materials. An award 
of up to $500 can be given biennially to a 
qualified applicant.

NCFR Student Award (SNP)
Purpose
This award is given to an NCFR graduate 
student member who has demonstrated 
excellence as a student and shows high 
potential for contributing to the discipline of 
Family Science.

Award
The recipient receives a $500 cash award and 
a plaque, both of which are presented at the 
beginning of a plenary session at the NCFR 
Annual Conference.

AFFILIATE COUNCILS AWARDS

Affiliate Councils Award for 
Meritorious Service
Purpose
The Affiliate Councils Meritorious Service 
Award recognizes the outstanding service 
of affiliate members within their local, state, 
and regional councils.

Award
The award recipient receives a plaque, which 
will be presented at the Affiliate Councils 
business meeting, held at the NCFR Annual 
Conference. Up to five Meritorious Service 
Awards are given each year to deserving 
candidates chosen from nominees who fulfill 
the criteria (criteria are the same for university 
faculty members and community members).

Affiliate Grant
Purpose
The Affiliate Grant is designed to support an 
affiliate’s activities and promote involvement 
in the affiliate and/or NCFR. Student and 
state or regional affiliates are invited to 
apply for a grant of up to $300 to support 
an activity or project in their community or 
region. Grant applications will be evaluated 
on the basis of the grant criteria. Student 
and state or regional affiliates are evaluated 
separately, and more than one grant may be 
awarded. Affiliates may receive this award 
only once every three years.

Award
The recipient affiliate(s) will receive a grant 
of up to $300 and will be recognized during 
the Affiliate Councils business meeting at the 
NCFR Annual Conference.

Students and New Professionals 
President-for-a-Day Award
Purpose
This award recognizes NCFR student or 
new professionals’ commitment, energy, 
and innovation in service to NCFR and 
empowers them to continue evolving their 
leadership role.

Award
In recognition of dedication, the award 
recipient receives a $500 conference travel 
stipend, a President-for-a-Day plaque, and 
the opportunity to shadow the current 
president of the NCFR Board of Directors 
during one day of the NCFR Annual 
Conference. The award will be presented 
during the Affiliate Councils business 
meeting at the NCFR Annual Conference. The 
recipient will be notified in advance and the 
date of shadowing the NCFR board president 
will be predetermined on the basis of the 
award recipient’s and president’s schedules.
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CERTIFIED FAMILY LIFE EDUCATOR 
(CFLE) ADVISORY BOARD

Certified Family Life Educator 
Special Recognition Award
Purpose
The intention of the NCFR Certified Family 
Life Educator (CFLE) Special Education Award 
is to recognize an individual or individuals 
who have demonstrated exceptional effort in 
promoting the CFLE designation or program. 
These efforts can be demonstrated through 
committee involvement, development of 
related publications or materials, advocacy, 
or marketing and outreach efforts. Nominees 
can include individuals (academic or 
practitioner) or teams of CFLE individuals.

Award
The recipient will be presented with an 
award at the NCFR Annual Conference’s 
CFLE Reception and recognized in the CFLE 
Network and via social media and the CFLE 
Discussion Group.

SECTION AWARDS (DESIGNATED)

Advancing Family Science Section

Felix Berardo Scholarship Award for 
Mentoring
Purpose
The Felix Berardo Scholarship Award for 
Mentoring is given in honor of Dr. Felix 
Berardo, a well-known and beloved 
professor from the University of Florida 
who went above and beyond expectations 
in mentoring many students to become 
outstanding leaders in the family field. The 
award recognizes an NCFR member for 
excellence in mentoring junior colleagues, 
graduate students, or undergraduates. 
Outstanding mentoring goes beyond 
classroom teaching and includes the 
provision of support, guidance, and 
opportunities for professional development.

Award
The annual award is recognized with a 
plaque and a $500 stipend, both of which 
are presented at the beginning of a plenary 
session at the NCFR Annual Conference. 

Education and Enrichment Section

Margaret E. Arcus Outstanding 
Family Life Educator Award
Purpose
The Family Life Educator award honors 
Margaret E. Arcus, who made a remarkable 
contribution to family life education (FLE) 
during her long, productive career. Margaret 
Arcus helped create the NCFR Certified Family 
Life Education program, setting standards 
for the field. A prolific author and dedicated 
teacher, Dr. Arcus is widely recognized as one 
of the best Family Life Educators the world 
will ever see. This award is meant to
■ encourage a tradition of excellence and 

scholarship by recognizing family life 
education scholars and practitioners who 
advance the field; and

■ increase the visibility and credibility of family 
life education scholarship and practice.

Award
The recipient receives a $1,000 cash award, 
up to $500 in travel allowance, and a plaque.

The award is presented biennially (even 
years) at the beginning of a plenary session. 
The award recipient is invited to present a 
Family Life Education update for practitioners 
during a special session at the NCFR Annual 
Conference in the year in which the award is 
presented.

Families and Health Section

Ruth Hathaway Jewson Award
Purpose
This award is given in honor of Ruth 
Hathaway Jewson, NCFR’s second executive 
director. It funds the best dissertation 
proposal submitted by a doctoral candidate 
in the field of Family Science. Dr. Jewson 
was responsible for expanding NCFR’s 
membership from a small organization to 
more than 4,000 members when she retired. 
When Dr. Jewson was in her 60s and working 
full-time at NCFR, she took courses and 
earned her master’s degree and went on to 
complete her doctorate, with her dissertation 
“The Retired Professional Woman.” In the 
1970s, when she wrote her dissertation, there 
were very few retired professional women.

Award
The award recipient receives a $500 
cash award and a plaque, which will be 
presented at the beginning of a plenary 
session at the NCFR Annual Conference. This 
award is presented biennially (even years). 
Administration of the award is managed by 
the Families and Health Section. 

Family Policy Section

Feldman Outstanding Research 
Proposal for Research in Family 
Policy
Purpose
The award is presented in memory of Harold 
Feldman and Margaret Feldman, who were 
NCFR members and pioneers in the field 
of family policy. The award recognizes a 
graduate student or new professional who 
has demonstrated excellence in research 
and potential contribution to family policy 
studies, particularly in the areas of gender 
and/or women’s issues or poverty.

Award
The recipient receives a $250 cash award 
and a plaque. The recipient is expected to 
present a brief report on the project and 
related findings at the following year’s NCFR 
Annual Conference.

Feminism and Family Studies Section

Jessie Bernard Outstanding 
Research Proposal From a Feminist 
Perspective (SNP)
Purpose
This award is presented in memory of Jessie 
Bernard, a former member of the NCFR Board 
of Directors and a pioneer in the field of 
feminist family studies. Dr. Bernard declared 
herself a feminist in 1970 and is known 
for her celebrated description of “his” and 
“her” marriages. She was a board member 
of the American Sociological Association, 
the Groves Conference on Marriage and 
Family, and NCFR. The award recognizes a 
graduate student or new professional who 
has demonstrated excellence in research and 
potential contribution to feminist scholarship.
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Award
The recipient receives a $750 cash award to 
fund feminist research, up to $350 in travel 
allowance, up to $95 toward the NCFR Annual 
Conference registration to accept the award, 
and a plaque. Recipients are expected to 
present a report of their project and findings at 
the next NCFR Annual Conference. The award 
is presented at the beginning of a plenary 
session awt the NCFR Annual Conference.

Jessie Bernard Contribution to 
Feminist Scholarship Paper Award 
(SNP)
Purpose
This award is presented in memory of Jessie 
Bernard, a former member of the NCFR Board 
of Directors and a pioneer in the field of 
feminist family studies. Dr. Bernard declared 
herself a feminist in 1970 and is known 
for her celebrated description of “his” and 
“her” marriages. She was a board member 
of the American Sociological Association, 
the Groves Conference on Marriage and 
Family, and NCFR. This award recognizes 
a graduate student or new professional 
who has published or is about to publish 
a paper using feminist frameworks and 
methodologies in research.

Award
The award recipient receives up to $350 in 
travel allowance, up to $95 toward the NCFR 
Annual Conference registration to accept the 
award, and a plaque. The award is presented 
at the beginning of a plenary session at the 
NCFR Annual Conference.

Racial and Ethnic Diversity in Families 
Section

John L. and Harriette P. McAdoo 
Dissertation Award
Purpose
As eminent scholars and educators, Drs. 
John L. and Harriette P. McAdoo made 
significant contributions to the scholarship 
on ethnic minority families, especially to the 
understanding of African American’s familial 
experiences. John L. McAdoo was a founding 
member of the Ethnic Minorities Section. 
Harriette P. McAdoo was the first recipient 

of the Marie Peters Award and became 
president of NCFR in 1993. This award is 
named in their honor.

The purpose of this award is to provide 
support for the completion of an approved 
doctoral dissertation with a focus on issues 
that affect ethnic minority families.

Award
The recipient receives a plaque and $450 
cash award (presented over two years in 
allotments of $225).

The award is presented biennially (even 
years) at the beginning of a plenary session 
at the NCFR Annual Conference. Recipients 
are expected to give an address that, among 
other things, provides a description of the 
dissertation research and its implications at 
a concurrent session at the following NCFR 
Annual Conference (odd years).

Research and Theory Section

Reuben Hill Award
Purpose
The award is given in memory of Reuben 
Hill, Ph.D., who had a distinguished career 
as a university professor and pioneered 
the scholarly study of family. Dr. Hill is 
remembered for his determination to 
promote high-quality research and to 
advance theory about families with the 
intent of producing practical benefits for 
families. The award is presented to the 
author(s) of the best research article for 
the year prior to the award. It is given 
in recognition of an outstanding article, 
book, or monograph that combines theory 
and methodology in the analysis and 
interpretation of a significant family issue.

Award
A plaque is given to the authors of the 
award-winning contribution. Also, a cash 
award of $1,000 and a $750 travel allowance 
is divided equally if there is more than 
one author. The award is presented at the 
beginning of a plenary session at the NCFR 
Annual Conference.

Ernest W. Burgess Award
Purpose
The award is given in memory of Ernest 
W. Burgess, University of Chicago, NCFR 

cofounder and fourth president. Dr. Burgess 
was a pioneer in his contributions to 
marriage and family research in America.

The award recognizes outstanding scholarly 
achievement during the course of a career in 
the study of families. The recipient is chosen 
in recognition of continuous and meritorious 
contributions to theory and research in the 
family field.

Award
The recipient receives a $750 cash award 
and a plaque. The award is presented 
biennially (even years) at the beginning 
of a plenary session at the NCFR Annual 
Conference. The award recipient is invited to 
present the Ernest Burgess Award Address 
during a special session at the NCFR Annual 
Conference (even years). This address 
typically focuses retrospectively on the 
contributions from the award recipient over 
the course of their career. If a new article 
results from the award address, the award 
recipient commits first publication rights to 
the Journal of Marriage and Family.

Additional Section Awards and Focus 
Group Awards
The sections and focus groups offer 
additional awards (nondesignated). See links 
at ncfr.org/about/awards:

Advancing Family Science Section
■ Legacy Award
■ Scholarship of Teaching and Learning 

(SoTL) Paper Award
■ Wesley Burr Student Scholarship Awards 

(one undergraduate award and one 
graduate award)

Education and Enrichment Section
■ Student Proposal Awards (3 awards given)

Families and Health Section
■ Outstanding Professional Paper/

Publications Award
■ Outstanding Student and New 

Professional Paper Award
■ Outstanding Ph.D./New Professional 

Poster Award
■ Outstanding Undergraduate/Graduate 

Student Poster Award

Family Policy
■ Feldman Best Conference Proposal Award 

(SNP)
■ Feldman Internship Award (SNP)
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Family Therapy Section
■ Best New Professional Research Paper 

Award
■ Best Student Research Paper Award
■ Best Student Poster Award

Feminism and Family Studies Section
■ Alexis J. Walker Award for Lifetime 

Achievement in Feminist Family Studies

International Section
■ Annual Conference Travel Scholarship
■ Student and New Professional Annual 

Conference Travel Scholarship (two awards 
given)

Racial and Ethnic Diversity in Families 
Section
■ Student and New Professional Best Paper 

Awards (one student award and one new 
professional award)

Religion, Spirituality, and Family Section
■ Outstanding Paper Award
■ Student and New Professional 

Outstanding Paper Award

Research and Theory Section
■ Best Abstract by a Student or New 

Professional Award

Family Financial Well-Being Focus Group
■ Best Family Economics Paper Award

Issues in Aging Focus Group
■ Student and New Professional Issues in 

Aging Award
■ Professional Issues in Aging Award
 Latino(a) Research Focus Group
■ Best Student Paper Award
■ Best Student Poster Award

Men in Families Focus Group
■ Best Research Article Award
■ Best New Professional Research Article 

Award
■ Diversity and Inclusion Research Article 

Award

Military Families and Children Focus 
Group
■ Outstanding Student and New 

Professional Proposal Award
■ Outstanding Professional Proposal Award
 Qualitative Family Research Network Focus 

Group (QFRN)
■ Anselm Strauss Award for Qualitative 

Family Research

Liana Sayer continued from page 1

a subcommittee to develop 
recommendations for selecting a new 
editor for the Journal of Time Use Research 
(JTUR), and for editorial processes and 
plans for the journal’s direction. 

Dr. Sayer’s editorial work includes 
membership on the board of JTUR 
and Contexts and being a reviewer 
for over a dozen professional journals. 
As principal investigator for a federal 
grant on family health and time use 
across the life course, she organized a 
conference and managed a complex 
process that included proposal review, 
communication with authors, and 
providing constructive feedback in 
decision letters. 

The editor search committee was highly 
impressed with Dr. Sayer’s scholarly 
expertise in the broad areas of gender, 
family, time use, and social stratification. 

Inclusion and Diversity Committee (IDC)
■ Social Justice Award

Theory Construction and Research 
Methodology (TCRM)
■ Best Student/Early Career Presentation 

Award

NCFR Fellow Status
ncfr.org/awards/ncfr-fellow-status
Fellow status in NCFR is an honor awarded 
to relatively few living members on the 
basis of their outstanding contributions to 
Family Science. Nominations of all family 
researchers and professionals who have 
made contributions to the family field are 
encouraged. Among the recognized areas 
of contribution are scholarship, teaching, 
outreach, practice, and professional service—
including service to NCFR. By definition, 
outstanding contributions are those that 
have broad impact on the field and are 
enduring over time. Deadline is Sept. 15.

Instructions
1. Please include a cover letter or use the 

cover form available online at ncfr.org/
awards. Complete one letter or form for 
each person or organization you wish to 
nominate. Include the nominee’s name, 
employer or school, address, phone, and 
email. Include your name, phone, and 
email.

2. Enclose or attach all documentation, 
including letters of recommendation, 
nominee vita, and other supporting 
materials with the application form.

3. Send electronically to jeannestrand@ncfr.
org or by mail to NCFR Awards, 1201 West 
River Parkway, Suite 200, Minneapolis, MN 
55454.

Contact NCFR with questions about awards
Maddie Hansen
Membership Manager
telephone 763-231-2890
email: maddiehansen@ncfr.org 
ncfr.org/awards 0

Her research is primarily quantitative and 
uses methods regularly featured in JMF.

Dr. Sayer is a regular contributor and 
reviewer for JMF and has a strong record 
of publication in high-quality family-
focused journals. She has received 
prestigious awards for her scholarship, 
including NCFR’s Reuben Hill Award in 
2001, awarded to the author(s) of an 
outstanding article or book that combines 
theory and methodology to analyze and 
interpret a significant family issue. 

“Dr. Sayer’s prolific research has had 
a tremendous impact nationally and 
internationally [and] her work stands 
above others at her career stage,” wrote 
Melissa Milkie, Ph.D., in her letter of 
recommendation. “I envision that her 
leadership will prove to be exceptionally 
responsible and creative—and that [JMF’s] 
impact will continue to be vast.” 0
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Catherine A. Solheim
Catherine A. Solheim, Ph.D., is professor 
of family social science at the University 
of Minnesota, Twin Cities, and director of 
graduate studies. She also served the College 
of Human Ecology there as the associate 
dean of outreach and engagement.

Dr. Solheim’s educational pedigree is a 
harbinger of her verve for, and dedication 
to, Family Science. She earned her 
undergraduate degree in home economics 
education. She then proceeded to teach 
home economics in two school districts, 
and she served the Thailand Ministry of 
Agriculture as an extension specialist. After 
returning from Thailand, Dr. Solheim served 
as an instructor, director, and assistant 
professor in the Minnesota Cooperative 
Extension System. She subsequently earned 
her master’s and doctoral degrees in family 
social science. Dr. Solheim launched her 
academic career at Auburn University, 
ultimately moving back to Minnesota and 
her current department in 1998. 

Dr. Solheim epitomizes the translational 
nature of Family Science. Her curriculum 
vitae demonstrates a commitment to the 
science of discovery, having published more 
than 30 articles in journals that are core to 
her content. Dr. Solheim’s passion for the 
science of practice is equally apparent in 
her dedication to cooperative extension, 
the impressive number of articles and 
tools created for practitioners, and policy-
related briefings and legislative testimony. 
Dr. Solheim is translational in a clear 
commitment to international scholarship. 
As one of her referees noted, “I have been in 
awe of Cathy’s long-term program of taking 
culture-bound U.S. students to Thailand and 
giving them a transformational experience as 
students and young scholars.”

Dr. Solheim is a recognized leader in family 
policy circles, particularly as it relates to 
international families. She earned the Jan 
Trost Award for lifetime achievement in 
the research, teaching, and service to 

international families, and is reported to be 
“carrying forward Jan’s important influence 
to the field.” Cathy is characterized as the “go-
to person in NCFR for her expertise on global 
families,” which is illustrated by more than 80 
invited talks she has given around the world.

Dr. Solheim exemplifies servant leadership 
in NCFR. She served as NCFR conference 
program chair under the theme of Families 
at the Nexus of Global Change. Early in her 
career, she served as the Students and New 
Professionals representative to the NCFR 
Board of Directors. At NCFR, Dr. Solheim was 
chair of the International Section, and has 
served as a member of the Elections Council, 
Global Family Life Education Task Force, local 
arrangements committees, and abstract 
reviewer for three sections since 1991. 

Kimberly A. Updegraff
Kimberly A. Updegraff, Ph.D., is the Cowden 
Distinguished Professor of Family and 
Human Development in the T. Denny 
Sanford School of Social and Family 
Dynamics at Arizona State University. Dr. 
Updegraff also serves as the director of 
graduate studies and codirector of the 
Latino Resilience Enterprise within the T. 
Denny Sanford School of Social and Family 
Dynamics.

Dr. Updegraff’s impressive research career 
began by earning a bachelor’s degree in 
psychology from Denison University, where 
she graduated magna cum laude. She 
earned her master’s and doctoral degrees 
in human development and family studies 
from Pennsylvania State University, and she 
immediately transitioned into the academic 
tenure-track at Arizona State University. 

Dr. Updegraff is the quintessential discovery 
scientist. She has led, either as principal 
investigator or co–principal investigator, 
projects funded by the National Institutes of 
Health totaling more than $10 million. These 
and other projects have resulted in over 124 
publications counted by the Institute for 
Scientific Information (ISI) and more than 
1,800 citations. Dr. Updegraff has served the 

National Institutes of Health and the National 
Science Foundation in the capacity of grant 
proposal reviewer. She has supervised six 
postdoctoral researchers, graduated 11 
doctoral students, supervised 13 master’s 
students, and directed five undergraduate 
honors theses.

Beyond immense peer recognition for her 
rigorous science, Dr. Updegraff is also a 
caring and generative mentor of the next 
generation of Family Scientists. Her peers 
poignantly describe how she “generously 
shares her insights and pushes students to 
think conceptually and in a methodologically 
rigorous manner.” Others commented on 
the way Dr. Updegraff engages students by 
asking thought-provoking questions in a 
manner that challenges their thinking but 
does not lead them to feel inadequate or 
unprepared. Dr. Updegraff was the professor 
in charge of her school’s graduate programs 
for a period spanning 10 years, and her 
diligence in this role is credited with creating 
a culture that supports student success. 

Dr. Updegraff is a silent but ever-present 
force at NCFR. She served on the Editorial 
Board for Family Relations for over a decade, 
is currently a member of the Elections 
Council, has served the Nominating 
Committee for the Research and Theory 
Section on two separate occasions, and 
was the Students and New Professionals 
representative for the Feminism and Family 
Studies Section. She and her students’ 
research has been on the program of the 
NCFR Annual Conference 19 times over the 
past 22 years. 0 

2019 NCFR Fellows
continued from page 1

Catherine A. Solheim Kimberly A. Updegraff
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Congratulations to Our New Certified Family Life Educators
The following is a list of Certified Family Life Educators (CFLEs)

designated between October 1 and December 31, 2019. 
Provisional unless otherwise noted.

Alabama
Leah Katherine Burke FULL

Arizona
Daniella Hendricks
Sonora Jean Roman 

California
Melba R. Mathew 

Colorado
Arcelie Colinares Lopes 

Connecticut
Hena Zakir 

Delaware
Keonna Freeman FULL
Mwandishi Kufanya-Mapenzi 

Brady, Sr. 

Florida
Gretchen Chapman Lynch FULL
Georgia
Samantha Iris Eskew 

Hawaii
Ava Marie Simmons 

Illinois
Elizabeth J. Plowman FULL
Margaret Mary Joyce 

Indiana
Eleanor Ridgeway 

Kansas
James Gavin Bridges FULL
Michelle L. Toews FULL
Kimberly Morrison 

Kentucky
David Anthony Weisenhorn 

Louisiana
Hannah Pearce Plauche FULL

Maine
Sarah Snow 

Massachusetts
Alyssa Michelle Greenberg 

Michigan
Rebekah Carr FULL
Katie Ann Fendt
Lindsay Ann Hubbard 

Minnesota
Courtney Corson FULL
Pooja Brar
Sarah A. Burcher
Kari Hanson 

Missour
Ellen Jordan
Savannah Jane Poolman 

Mississippi
Kim M. Parrish FULL
Victoria Hardy 

North Carolina
Greyson Julia Brannon 

New Mexico
Marcel Montanez FULL

Nevada
Donna Jean Healy FULL
Charitie Marie Carpenter 

New York
Karly Schuhart 

Ohio
Courtney K. Fields
Madison Paige Mendeluk 

Pennsylvania
Robin G. Yaure FULL
Annette G. Kolb 

South Carolina
Michelle M. Henderson 

Tennessee
Katarina Boles
Matthew Hunter Stanfield 

Texas
Kennedy Moore FULL
Emily Marie Downs
Haley Michelle Fenn
Rachel Elizabeth Heeringa
Hannah Marie Hull
Michelle A. Lee-West
Carolyn Brianna Mask-Oats
Elizabeth Rogers 

Utah
David Brent Allsop FULL
Natasha Dansie FULL
Richard Hydo
Lanette M. Rupert 

Virginia
Jacqueline Lamas 

Washington
Elizabeth Grace Anker
Veronica Maria Benavides 

Wisconsin
Polina N. Levchenko FULL
Aarica Humke
Shannon Meeks

NCFR members are encouraged to submit 
any recently authored or edited book upon 
its publishing (at least one author must an 
NCFR member). Please follow the format 
used below and email to tripsullivan@
ncfr.org. The following books are listed in 
alphabetical order by the first author’s last 
name. Inclusion in this section does not 
constitute endorsement by NCFR.

Member books are also featured in NCFR’s 
weekly e-newsletter, Zippy News.

J. Mark Eddy, Ph.D., and Julie 
Poehlmann-Tynan, Ph.D. (Eds.) (2019). 
Handbook on Children with Incarcerated 
Parents: Research, Policy, and Practice. Springer. 

Abbie E. Goldberg, Ph.D. (2019). Open 
Adoption and Diverse Families: Complex 
Relationships in the Digital Age. Oxford 
University Press.

David H. Knox, Jr., Ph.D., Caroline 
Schacht, M.A., and I. Joyce Chang, Ph.D. 
Choices in Relationships (13th ed.). Sage. 

Brian G. Ogolsky, Ph.D., and J. 
Kale Monk, Ph.D., CFLE (Eds.) (2019). 
Relationship Maintenance: Theory, Process, and 
Context. Cambridge University Press. 0 

On the Bookshelf
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